JCI Intranet

**What**
A framework where the whole organization can do it’s communication, share/store/archive documents.

**Why**
JCI is a non-profit organization to young (18-40 years) entrepreneurial mindset people get together and make things happen. Probably most known for our “Rat Race” series and “Teeme Ära” world cleaning day plus this year JCI Estonia will host a World Congress where about 5000 people will attend. Nevertheless that we do amazing events and focus on helping out people there is no JCI online presence hub. Therefore due to the amount of information and size of the organization (Estonia 300 members and globally 200 000), we lose a lot of resources managing it all and there is a lot of work that is done twice or more due to the lack of focused hub.

**Outcome**
A framework where we can build upon needed data and scalable to other countries. Should have a news feed, calendar (event calendar), forum, document archive (to download them), store (would be nice to have) and e-learning section (can upload videos and is accessed by log in since this is with a monthly fee). Mobile friendly.

**Conditions**
All rights of this product will be transferred to MTÜ JCI Tallinn

**Benefits**
To any key student/person involved this development 6-12 month full access to JCI mentoring resources, discounts to our events (same price as members).

Longer-term collaboration possible if interested (in this project or other JCI projects)

I will guarantee this project will impact more people than you initially can imagine and make an organization, who’s goal is to help young people find their way and be better in life, purpose realization much more impactful.

For more information please contact Mihkel Rembel, mihkel.rembel@outlook.com, +37255581569